Abstract-For the physical-layer network-coded wireless twoway relaying, it was observed by Koike-Akino et al. that adaptively changing the network coding map used at the relay according to channel conditions greatly reduces the impact of multiple-access interference, which occurs at the relay, and all these network coding maps should satisfy a requirement called exclusive law. We extend this approach to an accumulate-compute-and-forward protocol, which employs two phases: a multiple access (MA) phase consisting of two channel uses with independent messages in each channel use and a broadcast (BC) phase having one channel use. Assuming that the two users transmit points from the same 4-phase-shift keying (PSK) constellation, every such network coding map that satisfies the exclusive law can be represented by a Latin square of side 16, and conversely, this relationship can be used to get the network coding maps satisfying the exclusive law. Two methods of obtaining this network coding map to be used at the relay are discussed. Using the structural properties of the Latin squares for a given set of parameters, the problem of finding all the required maps is reduced to finding a small set of maps for the case. Having obtained all the Latin squares, a criterion is provided to select a Latin square for a given realization of fade state. This criterion turns out to be the same as the one used by Muralidharan et al. for two-stage bidirectional relaying.
. Two-way relay channel. coding were reported in [2] and [3] . The design principles governing the choice of modulation schemes to be used at the nodes for uncoded transmission were studied in [4] . A physicallayer network coding scheme with convolutional codes was proposed in [5] . A multilevel coding scheme for two-way relaying was proposed in [6] . In [7] , a protocol called alternative awaiting and broadcast was proposed, which was shown to achieve increased ergodic sum rate compared with traditional two-way relaying protocols.
We consider the two-way wireless relaying scenario shown in Fig. 1 , where two-way data transfer takes place among the nodes A and B with the help of the relay R. It is assumed that the two nodes operate in half-duplex mode, i.e., they cannot transmit and receive at the same time. It is assumed that the direct link between the nodes A and B is absent due to path loss or shadowing. The relaying protocol proposed in this paper shown in Fig. 2 consists of two phases: the multiple access (MA) phase, consisting of two channel uses during which A and B transmit to R twice, i.e., possibly different symbols from 4-phase-shift keying (PSK) constellation but independent messages in the two channel uses, and the broadcast (BC) phase, in which R transmits to A and B. The relay node R accumulates the information sent by the user nodes, in the first and second channel uses of the MA phase, and transmits in the BC phase a message that contains information about all the four messages received by it in the MA phase, and hence, we refer to this scheme as the accumulate-compute-and-forward (ACF) scheme for two-way relaying scenario. Network coding is employed at R, in such a way that A (or B) can decode the two messages transmitted by B (or A), given that A (or B) knows its own messages.
It was observed in [4] that, for uncoded transmission, the network coding map used at the relay needs to be changed adaptively according to the channel fade coefficient to minimize the impact of multiple-access interference. In other words, the set of all possible channel realizations is quantized into a finite number of regions, with a specific network coding map giving the best performance in a particular region. It is shown in [8] that every such network coding map that satisfies the exclusive law is representable as a Latin square, and conversely, this relationship can be used to get the network coding maps satisfying the exclusive law.
Definition 1 [9] : A Latin square of order M is an M × M array, in which each cell contains a symbol from a set of t different symbols such that each symbol occurs at most once in each row and column.
The protocol considered in [4] and [8] involve two channel uses. During the first channel use, i.e., the MA phase, the end nodes A and B simultaneously transmit their messages to R. During the second channel use, i.e., the BC phase, R broadcasts a network-coded function, based on which node A (B) decodes node B's (A's) messages. In effect, in the two-stage protocol proposed in [4] , one information symbol gets transferred from A (B) to B (A), in two channel uses. In contrast, in the proposed ACF scheme, during the first two channel uses, i.e., two MA phases, nodes A and B transmit two symbols each. The two MA phases are followed by a single BC phase, during which R broadcasts a many-to-one function of the four information symbols of A and B. Since two information symbols get transferred from A to B in three channel uses, we refer to the ACF protocol as a 1.5-stage protocol. Fig. 3 provides a time-line comparison of the two-stage and ACF protocols. As shown in 2-STAGE PROTOCOL (a) in Fig. 3 , the MA and BC phases are assumed to be each of duration T , and two information symbols get exchanged at the end of duration 4T . The two-stage protocol in 2-STAGE PRO-TOCOL (a) is equivalent to the two-stage protocol in 2-STAGE PROTOCOL (b) in Fig. 3 , where the ordering of MA Phase 2 and BC Phase 1 is swapped, so that we have two MA phases followed by two BC phases. In comparison, for the ACF protocol, as shown in Fig. 3 , there are two MA phases followed by one BC phase, each one of them being of duration T , and two symbols get exchanged at the end of duration 3T .
II. PRELIMINARIES
MA Phase: Let S denote the symmetric 4-PSK constellation {±1 ± i}, used at A and B. Assume that A (or B) wants to send two 2-bit binary tuples to B (or A). Let μ : F 2 2 → S denote the mapping from bits to complex symbols used at A and B, where 
and the received signal at R at the second channel use is given by
where H A and H B are the fading coefficients associated with the A-R and B-R links, respectively. The additive noise Z R 1 and Z R 2 are assumed to be CN (0, σ 2 ), where CN (0, σ 2 ) denotes the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variable with variance σ 2 . Note that we are taking H A and H B to be the same for the two channel uses. We assume a block fading scenario, with z = γe jθ = H B /H A , where γ ∈ R + and −π ≤ θ ≤ π is referred to as the fade state for the first and second transmission by A and B at the first and second channel uses and, for simplicity, can also be denoted by (γ, θ). In addition, it is assumed that z is distributed according to a continuous probability distribution.
Let S R (γ, θ) denote the effective constellation seen at the relay during the MA phase, i.e.,
The effective constellation remains the same over the two channel uses, since we assume H A and H B and hence the ratio H B /H A = γe jθ to be the same during the two channel uses. Let d min (γe jθ ) denote the minimum distance between the points in the constellation S R (γ, θ) during the MA phase, as given in
From ( 
BC Phase: The received signals at A and B during the BC phase are, respectively, given by
The fading coefficients corresponding to the R-A and R-B links are given by H A and H B , respectively; the additive noises Z A and Z B are CN (0, σ 2 ); and the transmitted complex num- 
Definition 3:
The cluster distance between a pair of clusters L i and L j is the minimum among all the distances calculated between ((
) ∈ L j in the effective constellation used by the relay node R, as given in (6) , shown at the bottom of the page.
Definition 4:
The minimum cluster distance of the clustering C γe jθ is the minimum among all the cluster distances, as given in (7), shown at the bottom of the page.
The minimum cluster distance determines the performance during the MA phase of relaying. The performance during the BC phase is determined by the minimum distance of the signal set S . For values of γe jθ in the neighborhood of the singular fade states, the value of d min (C γe jθ ) is greatly reduced, which is a phenomenon referred to as distance shortening [4] . To avoid distance shortening, for each singular fade coefficient, a clustering needs to be chosen, such that the minimum cluster distance at the singular fade state is nonzero and is also maximized.
A 
In [8] , such clusterings that remove singular fade states for a two-way two-stage relaying scenario are obtained with the help of Latin squares, while concentrating only on the first minimum cluster distance. We extend this idea of obtaining the network coding map using Latin squares for the two-way 1.5-stage relaying scenario. The clustering used by the relay is indicated to A and B using overhead bits.
To ensure that A (or B) is able to decode B's (or A's) message, the clustering C γe jθ should satisfy the exclusive law, as given by (9) and (10) ensure the decodability at the end of the BC phase. The decodability of A's message at node B follows from the fact that B knows its own messages x B 1 and x B 2 , and from (9) , it follows that, for two different choices of (x A 1 , x A 2 ) and the same choice of (x B 1 , x B 2 ), M γe jθ maps to distinct points. The decodability of B's message at node A follows similarly from (10).
The contributions and organization of the remaining content of this paper are organized as follows.
• The exclusive law for the scenario is shown to be equivalent to a Latin square of order 16 (see Section III).
• It is shown that, if users A and B transmit points from the same 4-PSK constellation, the clusterings proposed in [8] for a two-user case can be utilized to get clusterings for this case for removing the singular fade states containing either 16 or 25 points, by introducing the notion of Cartesian product (CP) of clusters (see Section IV).
• It is also shown that the 16 × 16 Latin squares representing the ACF relaying can be obtained with the help of 4 × 4 Latin squares representing the clusterings for two-way two-stage relaying, as given in [8] (see Section IV).
• Another clustering is proposed for the ACF protocol in the two-way relay channel, which is called direct clustering. This clustering also removes the singular fade states and reduces the number of clusters for some cases. Using this clustering, the size of the resulting constellation used by the relay node R in the BC phase is reduced to 20 for a category of cases, as compared to the CP approach, which results in the constellation size being 25 for these cases (see Section V).
• The isotopic properties of Latin squares are utilized to obtain clusterings that remove singular fade states (see Section VI).
• A criterion is provided to select a Latin square for a given realization of fade state. This criterion turns out to be the same as the one used for the two-way two-stage relaying scenario in [8] (see Section VII).
• Simulation results that demonstrate the improvement in performance using the suggested scheme are given (see Section VIII).
III. EXCLUSIVE LAW AND LATIN SQUARES
The nodes A and B transmit symbols from the same constellation, viz., 4-PSK. Our aim is to find the map that the relay node R should use to cluster the 4 4 possibilities of ((
, such that the exclusive law given by (9) and (10) is satisfied. Consider the 16 × 16 array consisting of the 16 possibilities of (x A 1 , x A 2 ) along the rows and the 16 possibilities of (x B 1 , x B 2 ) along the columns. We fill this array with elements from L = {L 1 , L 2 , . . . , L t }, where each symbol denotes a unique cluster. The constellation size used by the relay in the BC phase, or the number of clusters, has to be at least 16, since each user needs 4-bit information corresponding to the two messages sent by the other user, implying that t ≥ 2 4 = 16. To keep (9) and (10) satisfied, a symbol from L can occur at most once in each row and column. Hence, the 16 × 16 array having (x A 1 , x A 2 ) along the rows and (x B 1 , x B 2 ) along the columns must be a Latin square of side 16 (see Definition 1).
We can, therefore, say that all the relay clusterings that satisfy the exclusive law can be represented by Latin squares of order 16 with entries from L with t ≥ 16, when the end nodes use 4-PSK constellation during the MA phase. This ensures that both users decode the information transmitted by the other user. The equivalence between the network code used by the relay in the two-way two-stage relaying scenario and Latin squares has been previously discussed in [8] . The clusters are obtained by putting together all those ((
) in the array is the same entry.
IV. REMOVING SINGULAR FADE STATES AND CONSTRAINED LATIN SQUARES
The relay can manage with constellations of size 16 in the BC phase, but it is observed that, in some cases, the relay may not be able to remove the singular fade states and results in performance degradation in the MA phase. As stated in Section II, a clustering C γe jθ is said to remove singular fade state γe 
4 that satisfy
are placed together in the same cluster by C γe jθ .
) that must be placed in the same cluster of the clustering used at relay node R in the BC phase to remove the singular fade state γe jθ is referred to as a singularity removal constraint for the fade state γe jθ in the two-way ACF relaying scenario. As given in [4] , a complex number γe jθ is defined to be a singular fade state for the two-way two-stage relaying scenario, if
2 and the subset of S 2 consisting of all the possibilities of (x A , x B ) that must be placed in the same cluster of the clustering that removes the fade state γe jθ , for the two-way two-stage relaying scenario, is the corresponding set of singularity removal constraint for the singular fade state γe jθ . As we show in the following lemma, the singular fade states for the ACF two-way relaying are the same as the singular fade states for the two-way two-stage relaying scenario.
Lemma 1: The singular fade states for the ACF two-way relaying scenario are the same as the 12 singular fade states for the two-way two-stage relaying scenario, as computed in [4] .
Proof: Let γe jθ be a singular fade state for the ACF two-way relaying scenario. By definition, ∃((
where
Then, by definition, γe jθ must be a singular fade state for two-user two-stage relaying.
Conversely, let γe jθ be a singular fade state for the two-user two-stage relaying scenario. Then,
Then, since for any
, (x, y))} is a subset of a singularity removal constraint and γe jθ is a singular fade state for the ACF two-way relaying scenario.
Thus, the singular fade states for the ACF two-way relaying scenario and the singular fade states for the two-way two-stage relaying scenario are the same.
Let γe jθ be a fade state for the two-way ACF relaying scenario. Then, γe jθ can be viewed as a fade state for the first and second channel uses in the MA phase, as shown in Lemma 1. In [4] and [8] , it is shown that, for the two-way two-stage relaying, the 4 2 possible pairs of symbols from 4-PSK constellation sent by the two users in the MA phase can be clustered into a clustering dependent on a singular fade coefficient of size 4 or 5, in a manner to remove this singular fade coefficient. In the case of two-way ACF relaying, at the end of the MA phase, the relay receives two complex numbers, which are given by (1) and (2) . Instead of R transmitting a point from the 4 4 point constellation resulting from all the possibilities of ((
, the relay R can choose to group these possibilities into clusters represented by a smaller constellation. We obtain one such clustering for the case when γe jθ ∈ H, by utilizing the clustering provided in [8] for the two-way twostage problem to remove this fade state. Let C [h] denote the clustering for the physical network-coded two-way relaying scenario that removes the singular fade state h ∈ C for the twoway two-stage relaying case, as given in [8] .
Definition 8: We define the Cartesian product of a clustering 
. , s i as follows:
By definition, a singularity removal constraint for the fade state γe jθ in the case of two-way ACF relaying scenario is a set 
and (x 2 , y 2 ) must belong to the same cluster, e.g., [4] by computer search and then in [8] analytically, that there are 12 possible singular fade states in the complex plane for the case when two users transmit points from 4-PSK constellation in the MA phase. Out of these 12 fade states, four lie on the unit circle, four lie on a circle of radius √ 2, and four lie on a circle of radius 1/ √ 2. The size of the constellation used at R in the BC phase, for these cases, is either four or five. For the two-user ACF scenario that we are dealing with, we have two channel uses in the MA phase, with A and B transmitting a message each in the first and second channel uses, with the two messages sent by each user in the first and second channel uses being possibly different. Keeping in mind the three classes of fade states depending on the radius of the circle on which it lies, we consider the following three cases: for the case as given in [8] is given by
The CP of the aforementioned clustering given by 3) , (3, 0))} and so on. The entries of the aforementioned clusters are of the form ((x A 1 , x B 1 ), (x A 2 , x B 2 ) ), i.e., in the order of A's transmission during the first channel use, B's transmission during the first channel use, A's transmission during the second channel use, and B's transmission during the second channel use. We now represent these clusters by a Latin square of side 16, with (x A 1 , x A 2 ) along the rows and (x B 1 , x B 2 ) along the columns. The ((x A 1 , x A 2 ), (x B 1 , x B 2 ) ) entry of the Latin square, as dictated by the clusters earlier, is as follows: Fig. 4 . Each L i,j is in one-to-one correspondence with the Latin square obtained in [8] for removing the singular fade state γe jθ = j for the two-way two-stage relaying scenario representing the clustering C [j] given in Fig. 5 . In addition, let This makes the block matrix L B also consistent with the Latin square given in Fig. 5 . The reason behind L B and L i,j being consistent with this Latin square is as follows: each L i,j corresponds to some fixed values of the symbols that A and B sent during the first channel use, with the symbols sent by A and B during the second channel use varying along the rows and columns, respectively. The Latin square in Fig. 4 has been obtained by taking the CP of the clustering for removing the fade state γe jθ = j with itself. The CP utilizes the clustering that is represented by the Latin square given in Fig. 5 , which is given by C [j] , for the case, for both the first and second channel uses in the MA phase, which makes each 1 , l 2 , . . . , l 5 , respectively. Thus, the array L can be obtained using l, by simply using a different set of five symbols to denote l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l 5 for every set of blocks corresponding to a symbol among l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l 5 in l. We will illustrate this in the next example by obtaining the 16 × 16 Latin square using the 4 × 4 Latin square given in [8] two-way two-stage relaying scenario is given by
This clustering can be represented by a Latin square of side 4, which is denoted by l , as shown in Fig. 8 .
The CP of the aforementioned clustering given by Proof: For the singular fade state γe 1 , x A 2 ), (x B 1 , x B 2 ))} be a singularity removal constraint, i.e.,
From (11), it follows that
is a singularity removal constraint for the singular fade state (γ, θ ), where θ − θ = k(2π/2 λ ). In other words, the rotation in the γe jθ plane by an angle θ can be viewed equivalently as a rotation of the constellations used by B during the MA phases by an angle θ − θ. Note that the columns of the Latin square L that removes the singular fade states γe jθ are indexed by the symbols (x B 1 , x B 2 ) transmitted by B during the two MA phases. Rotating the signal set used by B during the second MA phase by an angle 2kπ/2 λ is equivalent to shifting the columns of the Latin subsquares L i,j k times to the left. Similarly, rotating the signal set used by B during the first MA phase by an angle 2kπ/2 λ is equivalent to cyclic shifting the columns of the square L B k times to the left. This completes the proof.
For example, consider the Latin square L in Fig. 12(a) , which removes the singular fade state (γ = 1, θ = 0). The Latin square L , which removes the singular fade state (γ = 1, θ = π/2), can be obtained from L as follows: The columns of the Latin subsquares L i,j , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 3 are shifted once in the anticlockwise direction, to obtain the Latin square L shown in Fig. 12(b) . The columns of the square L B associated with the Latin square L are shifted once in the anticlockwise direction, to obtain the square L B . The Latin square L associated with the square L B , which removes the singular fade state (γ = 1, θ = π/2), is shown in Fig. 12(c) .
VI. DIRECT CLUSTERING
Recall that there are three classes of fade states depending on the radius of the circle on which it lies: (Case 1) γe jθ lies on the unit circle, (Case 2) γe jθ lies on the circle of radius 1/ √ 2, and (Case 3) γe jθ lies on the circle of radius √ 2. The number of clusters in the clustering utilized by relay node R during the BC phase obtained using the CP, in the three cases, is 16, 25, and 25, respectively. It is observed that, if instead of taking the CP of the clusterings given in [8] , the CP of the singularity removal constraints corresponding to a singular fade state are used to fill a 16 × 16 array, and the incomplete array so obtained is completed to form a Latin square of side 16, then the number of clusters of the resulting clustering, corresponding to this Latin square, can be reduced from 25 to a lesser number in both Case 2 and Case 3. We call this the direct clustering. We now explain this clustering with the help of examples in the second Fig. 12 . Construction of the Latin square L , which removes (γ = 1, θ = π/2) from the Latin square L, which removes
and the third case only, since for the first case, the minimum number of clusters required, i.e., 16, can be achieved using the CP of clustering, as shown in Section IV.
Case 2-γe jθ Lies on the Circle of Radius 1/ √ 2: In this case, there are a total of 80 singularity removal constraints, as shown in the following lemma.
Lemma 4: When γe jθ lies on the circle of radius 1/ √ 2, there are a total of 80 singularity removal constraints.
Proof: Let the singularity removal constraints for the twoway ACF relaying be the set {C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C s }. Let, for t = 1, 2, . . . , s,
Since in the case of two-way ACF relaying, the user nodes A and B transmit twice to the relay node R, these constraints for the ACF relaying can be obtained by taking the CP of all sets of the form
These sets can be of two types:
1) The singularity removal constraints corresponding to the fade state γe jθ for the two-way two-stage relaying, as given in [8] . Let us denote the two-stage singularity removal constraints as follows:
2) The sets of the form
The (x A , x B ) for which (x A , x B ) ∈ l i , for some i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are not considered in this category, as it already occurs in some set of the aforementioned category. The CPs of these sets among themselves must be the singularity removal constraints for the ACF relaying. Now, the constraint sets so obtained are also of two types: 1) For i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4
These singularity removal constraints account for 16 of the total number of constraints. 2) For i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and the four m k := ((
These singularity removal constraints account for the remaining 64 constraints.
Thus, the set of singularity removal constraints for two-way ACF relaying becomes
where the subset {l i × l j |i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4} contains 16 constraints, and the other two subsets {l i × m k |i = 1, 2, 3, 4, k = 1, 2, . . . , 8} and {m k × l i |i = 1, 2, 3, 4, k = 1, 2, . . . , 8} contain 32 constraints each, which amount to a total of 80 singularity removal constraints.
Example 4: Consider the case for which γe jθ = −0.5 + 0.5j. The singularity removal constraints for the case γe jθ = −0.5+ 0.5j in the two-way two-stage relaying, as given in [8] , are: {(0,0), (1,3)}, {(1,1), (3,2)}, {(0,1), (2,2)}, and {(2,0), (3,3)}.
As a result, the singularity removal constraints (given in Fig. 13 ) can be represented using 17 symbols, which are chosen such that each cluster satisfies the mutually exclusive laws given by (9) and (10). In order to complete the Latin square, we use Algorithm 1, which simply fills the first empty cell along each row with the first available L i , i ≥ 1 and then moves on to the next row. A total of 20 symbols suffice in completing the array. The proof for this lemma is similar to Lemma 4 and is omitted. The constraints can be obtained as done for Case 2 and are represented using 18 symbols. In order to complete the Latin square using Algorithm 1, a total of 20 symbols suffice. Fig. 15 represents the clustering. 
VII. QUANTIZATION OF THE COMPLEX FADE STATE PLANE
In practice, γe jθ can take any value in the complex plane (it takes a value equal to one of the singular fade states with zero probability). One of the Latin squares obtained, which remove the singular fade states, needs to be chosen, depending on the value of γe jθ . For a γe jθ that is not a singular fade state, one possible criterion to select a Latin square is to choose the Latin square that maximizes the minimum cluster distance, among all the Latin squares that remove singular fade states. However, this criterion entails a huge complexity since the minimum cluster distance needs to be found for all the Latin squares that remove singular fade states. Here, a simpler criterion is provided, which involves a lesser complexity. This criterion turns out to be the same as Criterion 2 provided in [8] for the two-stage twoway relaying scenario. Hence, for a detailed discussion on the complexities of these criteria, see [8] .
Let
Before providing the criterion that is used to select a Latin square for a given realization of fade state, we prove the following useful lemma.
Lemma 6:
The squared minimum distance of the effective constellation at the relay d min (γe jθ ) is given by
Proof: The squared minimum distance of the effective constellation at the relay d min (γe jθ ) is given in
Let f 1 , f 2 , and f 3 be functions of γe jθ defined as in
From (14) and (15), it follows that
From (16), it can be seen that
Hence, we have
Let arg min
From Lemma 6, we have
For the clustering
, which removes the singular fade state −((x A − x A )/(x B − x B )), the minimum cluster distance is greater than d min (γe jθ ). Hence, choosing
] to be the clustering for γe jθ avoids the distance shortening in the neighborhood of singular fade states. To summarize, the criterion used to select a Latin square for γe jθ is as follows.
•
, which removes the singular fade state −((x A − x A )/(x B − x B )), to be the clustering for γe jθ .
This decision criterion given previously based on which R chooses one of the Latin squares obtained is the same as the decision criterion for the two-stage bidirectional relaying obtained in [8] . Hence, the quantization of the complex fade state plane for the ACF relaying is same as that of the two-stage relaying.
VIII. SIMULATION RESULTS
Here, simulation results are provided comparing the ACF protocol with the two-stage protocol, with 4-PSK and 8-PSK signal sets. During the MA phase(s), for both the two-stage and ACF protocols, nodes A and B are assumed to transmit energy with E s . For the two-stage protocol, during the BC phase, the transmission energy at the relay node R is assumed to be E s . In the ACF protocol, the BC phase carries a network-coded symbol corresponding to two message symbols each of A and B. Hence, for a fair comparison with the two-stage protocol, R's transmission for the ACF protocol is assumed to be of energy 2E s . All the additive noises are assumed to be of unit energy, and by SNR what we mean is E s . Throughput (in bits per second per hertz) is defined to be (1-FEP)*SE, where FEP denotes the frame error probability, and SE denotes the spectral efficiency (in bits per second per hertz). One frame is assumed to be of 300-bit length for all the schemes considered. The fading coefficients are assumed to be constant within a frame, and they change independently across different frames.
Consider the case when H A , H B , H A , and H B are distributed according to Rayleigh distribution, with the variances of all the fading links equal to 0 dB. For this case, Fig. 16 shows the SNR versus throughput curves for the following schemes: closest neighbor clustering (CNC) algorithm based on the twostage protocol proposed in [4] , the scheme based on Latin squares for two-stage relaying proposed in [8] , the CP-based scheme for ACF relaying, and the Latin-square-based scheme with direct clustering for ACF relaying. Note that, for the ACF relaying with 8-PSK signal set, the Latin squares were obtained using the CP approach from the Latin squares for the two-stage protocol provided in [8] . Since all these Latin squares contain the minimum number of symbols of 64, the direct clustering approach was not used.
It is shown in Fig. 16 that the schemes based on the ACF relaying with 4-PSK signal set perform better than the schemes based on the two-stage relaying with 4-PSK signal set at high SNR. The maximum throughput achieved by the ACF relaying schemes with 4-PSK signal set is 4/3 bits/s/Hz, whereas it is 1 bits/s/Hz for the two-stage relaying schemes. In addition, it is shown in Fig. 16 that, for the 4-PSK signal set, the scheme based on the removal of singular fade states using direct clustering performs better than the CP-based scheme. The reason for this is that the maximum cardinality of the signal set used during the BC phase is 25 for the CP-based scheme, whereas it is 20 for the direct-clustering-based scheme. Similarly, for the 8-PSK signal set, at high SNR, the ACF scheme provides a larger throughput than the two-stage relaying schemes. The maximum throughput achieved by the ACF scheme is 2 bits/s/Hz, whereas it is 1.5 bits/s/Hz for the two-stage relaying schemes. It is shown in Fig. 16 that, in the SNR range of 21-26 dB, the proposed ACF scheme with direct clustering, with 4-PSK signal set, outperforms all other schemes. At higher SNR, the two-stage protocol with 8-PSK signal set outperforms the ACF protocol with 4-PSK signal set. Fig. 17 shows a similar plot for the case when the channels are reciprocal, i.e., H A = H A and H B = H B . It is shown in Fig. 17 that, in the SNR range of 22-25 dB, the proposed ACF scheme with direct clustering, with 4-PSK signal set, outperforms all other schemes.
Consider the case when H A , H B , H A , and H B are distributed according to Rayleigh distribution, with the variances of H A and H A being 0 dB, and that of H B and H B being 5 dB. For this case, the throughput plots at nodes A and node B are shown in Figs. 18 and 19 , respectively. At node B, in the SNR range, i.e., 16-26 dB, the ACF scheme with 4-PSK signal set performs better than the two-stage protocol with 8-PSK signal set. At node A, below 18 dB, the performance of the ACF scheme with 4-PSK and the two-stage protocol with 8-PSK are close. Beyond 18 dB, the two-stage protocol with 8-PSK signal set starts performing better.
In the SNR range in which the two schemes give similar performance, the use of ACF protocol with 4-PSK offers an advantage over the use of two-stage protocol with 8-PSK signal set. The choice of the network coding map needs to be indicated by R to A and B using overhead bits. The number of overhead bits depends on the number of singular fade states. As stated in Lemma 1, the number of singular fade states is the same for both two-stage and ACF protocols. Since the number of singular fade states with 4-PSK signal set is less than the number of singular fade states with 8-PSK signal set, the number of overhead bits required is lesser for the ACF protocol with 4-PSK signal set than the two-stage protocol with 8-PSK signal set.
IX. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a scheme based on the ACF protocol for two-way relaying that totally utilizes three channel uses of the wireless two-way relaying channel unlike the two-stage protocol that uses four channel uses, assuming that the users A and B transmit points from the same 4-PSK constellation. The network codes used at the relay during the BC phase were obtained using two methods: by taking the CP of the clusterings proposed in [8] for a two-user two-stage case and by completing the Latin square filled partially with the singularity removal constraints for a given fade state. Using the second method, the maximum size of the resulting constellation used by the relay node R in the BC phase was reduced to 20, as compared to the naive approach, which results in the constellation size being 25 for these cases. Having obtained all the Latin squares, the complex plane was quantized, depending on which one of the obtained Latin squares maximizes the minimum cluster distance. This quantization was found to be the same as that achieved in [8] for the two-way two-stage relaying scenario. Simulation results that demonstrate the improvement in performance using the suggested scheme were provided.
